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Background

• In September 2019, previous IESG promised a revision of BCP 45 to the community on the successful conclusion of the "last-call" experiment

• "Last-call experiment" successfully concluded in April 2020

• But a BCP 45 update was not initiated at the time

• This document attempts to deliver this promised update

• The intent is a minimal update to BCP 45

• Community may decide on more substantial changes to ietf-discuss separately (or not)
Major changes from BCP 45

• Reference various mailing lists for topics that used to be in scope for the IETF discussion list but no longer are
  • last-call
  • admin-discuss
• Expand description of IETF Sergeants-at-Arms team
Next steps

- 03 revision rolls in all pending changes I am aware of
- Would like to see this dispatched
  - Seems like AD-sponsored would be a suitable avenue forward
- If the community believes someone else should hold the pen on this, I am happy for that to happen